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Collaborative Response to Fight Against Rabies
28th September, '14, Bylakuppe.
Social action movement with the collaboration of Vets Beyond border and Tibetan volunteers for animals organise  'anti
rabies vaccination camp 2014' in Bylakuppe, aiming to create awareness about rabies, how it can be prevented in order
to create a healthy coexistence of men and animals in love and harmony. 
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The co-organisers called the day a successful as more than 200 dogs were vaccinated on the day and the pet owners
were distributed phamlets about Rabies in Tibetan and English.  Mr. Rinchen Lhaze (Para Vets), the President of
Tibetan volunteers for Animals has expressed his accomplishment stating that the response and responsibility taken by
Tibetan and Indian in Bylakuppe areas towards the fight against rabies has been encouraging and overwhelming. The
co-organiser Ms. Sonam Paldon, Branch Manager and Para Vets of Vets Beyond Border, Bylakuppe has added that
they have vaccinated more than 200 dogs in a day which is beyond their target for the day. 
Executive Director of Social Action Movement, Mr. Namgyal Choephel has said that the organisers were motivated by
response from public. He added that with such support from public, they can easily make their locality free from rabies.
He believes that every life is very precious not just humans but also animals.
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tricyle Magazine Interview: Bhutan on the Brink

SAM Reach out Through Social Gathering in Bodh Gaya

Ex-Class Mates raise fund for Social Cause

Latest News Little about us
We are group of young Tibetan who have studied in different fields like Biology,
Commerce, Political science and social work. Due to injustice, illiteracy, lack of
information, modern education and lack of unity in our society, we have unanimous
agreed to work together to make changes in the community. So, we have founded
SAM which means Social Action Movement.
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ASP addresses Tibetans on RC, exit permit, return visa

Why I vote for Amdo Warrior Penpa Tsering for 2016 Sikyong
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